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Kristoff’s wins
fourth straight
in Eschborn-Frankfurt
UAE Team Emirates wins Romandie’s
team classification

Giro d’Italia: a UAE Team Emirates built
for Fabio Aru
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Kristoff’s wins
fourth straight
in Eschborn-Frankfurt
Alexander Kristoff’s win in the Eschborn-Frankfurt, despite the number of top sprint rivals,
was predicted given his record so far. Today, he
continued his streak, adding a fourth consecutive win to his palmarès for UAE Team Emirates.
The Emirates team worked hard to give him
a 2018 title to add to those from 2017, 2016 and
2015, controlling the initial attacks and helping
the Norwegian power-sprinter over the difficult
climbs. The team closed the final escapees down
and Kristoff did the rest.
The historic fourth consecutive win the Eschborn-Frankfurt underlines Kristoff’s command
of the race. “This is a race that is particularly
adapted to me,” he said. “This edition had more
climbing than normal and I knew it’d be harder. In
the second loop, I didn’t feel so strong and I was

about dropped, but thanks to Troia and Ganna, I
was able to hang in there.
“In the last two laps on the traditional circuit, my
feelings changed and I began to believe in the
win. The team worked very well from the start
and in the final with Team Quick-Step to bring
in the escapees. In the sprint, the Belgian team
took control of the situation until Gaviria made a
mistake on the last curve, which certainly helped
things. It’s great to return and win after my last
win back in February, and great to have made
part of the race’s history with a fourth consecutive win.”

UAE Team Emirates
wins Romandie’s
team classification
The Tour de Romandie finished with a group
sprint in Geneva, where Roberto Ferrari raced to a
good third place. “It was a very hard week, above
all for a sprinter like me,” Ferrari said. “We raced
well as a team this week and I wanted to close the
race with a good result. I would have preferred to
win, but to get on the podium partially satisfies
my personal ambitions.”
Rui Costa, Daniel Martin and Kristijan Durasek
closed the final overall in fifth, 10th and 15th, respectively. The good group performance reflects
in UAE Team Emirates’s victory in the team classification.
“We finished the Tour de Romandie well even if
we lived through some hard times,” said Sports
Director Simone Pedrazzini. “Our riders came
here ready, even if we didn’t win a stage or the
overall, we take home two third places and a good
overall with two riders in the top 10. It was a great
show for the team to win the teams classification. Now let’s hope that this race ends the bad
luck we’ve been having this season.”

Giro d’Italia:
a UAE Team Emirates
built for Fabio Aru
The UAE Team Emirates will lean its strongest
men, including four Italians, to support Fabio Aru
in the Giro d’Italia, May 4 to 27.
The Emirates team will back its Sardinian climber, second in the 2015 Giro, with Darwin Atapuma, Diego Ulissi, Valerio Conti, Manuele Mori,
Marco Marcato, Jan Polanc, and Vegard Stake
Laengen. Joxean Fernandez Matxin, Marco Marzano, Mario Scirea and Paolo Tiralongo will direct
the team over the three weeks. “Fabio is going
to the Giro d’Italia with a huge desire to make an
impact,” said General Manager Giuseppe Saronni. “This feeling of strong sentiment towards the
Corsa Rosa will allow him to give his best in every
situation. At his side are a group of riders who

share the same emotions and are able to manage
the possible scenarios correctly. Italians, four of
them, give this roster a strong local flavour to honour the Giro d’Italia and give the most attention
to our fifth Italian, the national champion in the
tricolour jersey, Fabio Aru.
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